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The original Chevy Vortec engine was built in , a 4. The 7. The Vortec technology comes from
the word "vortex. Vortec engines are the base engine used in all Chevy cars and trucks and
come in a variety of horsepower and torque ratings. During Chevy still had a big block engine,
the cubic inch. The Chevy 7. The engine was designed for power and was a monster gas eater
that got 15 mpg at best. The cubic inch engine was derived from the Chevy big block cubic
engine of It was rated at horsepower at 4, rpm, with foot-pounds of torque at 3, rpm. The engine
had a bore and stroke of 4. The has an overhead valve configuration with two valves per
cylinder. The engine was featured in the Chevy line of trucks, such as the The king of the Vortec
small block engines during was the 5. The V-8 engine had an overhead valve configuration, with
two valves per cylinder. The truck engine was rated at horsepower and foot-pounds of torque.
This engine was replaced in by the 5. The premier Vortex engine during was the or 4. The LB4
was the first Vortec engine to employ multi-port fuel injection, and this engine was rated at
horsepower. The engine was retired in by a newer Vern Hee started writing professionally in He
works as a reporter for the "Pahrump Valley Times. V-6 Vortec The premier Vortex engine
during was the or 4. References Edmunds: Chevrolet Suburban History. Try it free for 14 days.
View Full Image. Sport Truck Magazine how to. GM's first-generation Vortec engine was derived
from its fuel-injected predecessor, the throttle-body fuel injection TBI. The differences between
them are that the TBI had the injectors right in front of the throttle plate, where the Vortec
placed the injectors behind the throttle plate; and the TBI was a speed density system, whereas
the Vortec used a mass airflow system to manage the fuel-injection system. Even though
changing the fuel-injection system to a newer mass airflow system was an improvement, it still
carried some faults. With the injectors moved out of the air stream, the engine can pull more air,
but the two injectors still can't supply or distribute the fuel as efficiently as true direct port
injection. The first-generation Vortec was GM's early attempt at an inexpensive port injection
system. The Vortec's two injectors spray fuel into a distribution block. This block has eight
plastic hoses attached to it that carry the fuel to the end of each intake runner. At the end of
each plastic hose is a spring-loaded check valve known as a pop-it valve. These pop-it valves
open when the injectors pressurize the fuel block and hoses. The run on the Vortec engine was
relatively short: It hit the market in and was replaced with GM's new-generation engine line by
Due to the short duration and its limited-performance injection system, not many aftermarket
companies spent the time or money making performance parts for the Vortec fuel-injected
engines. But, of course, that doesn't completely eliminate it from modifications. In fact, we
found your typical filters, intakes, exhaust, and even big-mouth throttle bodies. We contacted
Gibson for its dual stainless exhaust system, BBK for a high-flow throttle body and spacer, and
Airad for a cotton-gauze filter to see how much power was left on the table. We dyno'd the
engine and gained 9 hp and 12 lb-ft. You can see the dynamometer results: The upgrades follow
the engine's powerband, but at higher power numbers. Of course, you can't just buy parts and
expect that they will give you great results. Every situation is different and this one had some
basic fuel issues. The stock dyno pulls averaged a The performance upgrades are definitely
holding up to their claims. Even though we find that the performance upgrades provided an
increase in power, we know that there is much more to be had with a programmer that would
enhance the fuel to accommodate the increased airflow. Sources Airaid. More Photos View
Slideshow. By Gary Blount. Follow Truck Trend Network Facebook. Top 10 Supercharger
Articles on TruckTrend. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I
prefer to receive offers and promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive
occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend
Network. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. LS1 vs. LS2
vs. LQ9 vs. L33 vs. LS7 vs. LS9 vs. The Chevrolet small-block engine is a series of V8
automobile engines used in normal production by the Chevrolet division of General Motors
between and , using the same basic engine block. Engineer Ed Cole is credited with leading the
design for this engine. The Generation II engine is largely an improved version of the
Generation I, having many interchangeable parts and dimensions. Later generation engines
have only the rod bearings, transmission-to-block bolt pattern and bore spacing in common
with the Generation I and II engines. Introduced as a performance engine in , the went on to be
employed in both high- and low-output variants across the entire Chevrolet product line. Over
the years, every American General Motors division except Saturn and Geo used it and its
descendants in their vehicles. In all, over ,, small-blocks have been built in carbureted and fuel
injected forms since as of November 29, The small-block family line was honored as one of the
10 Best Engines of the 20th Century by automotive magazine Ward's AutoWorld. In February a
Wisconsin businessman reported that his Chevrolet C pickup had logged over 1 million miles
without any major repairs to its small block V8 engine. Source: The Flint Journal , February 17,
It quickly gained popularity among stock car racers, nicknamed the " Mighty Mouse ", for the

then-popular cartoon character, later abbreviated to "Mouse". The was adopted by other
Chevrolets, replacing the V8s. Installed in everything from station wagons to sports cars, in
commercial vehicles, and even in boats and in highly modified form airplanes, it is the most
widely used small-block of all time. Though not offered in GM vehicles since , the series is still
in production at a GM subsidiary in Springfield, MO under the company's "GM Genuine Parts"
brand, and is also manufactured as an industrial and marine engine by GM Powertrain under the
" Vortec " name. Of the three engines in this family, two of them, the and the , made automotive
history. The first of this family was the , introduced in Cole's design borrowed the valve train
design scheduled to be used at the time in the Pontiac V8. Internal GM rules at the time stated
that once an automotive division had introduced a technological innovation, no other GM
division could use it for a period of two years. The stud-mounted independent ball rocker arm
design patented by Pontiac engineer Clayton Leach, was scheduled for introduction in the
Pontiac V8. GM forced the Pontiac division to share its valvetrain design in Chevrolet's new V8
in , so that both engines were introduced the same year with the same valve train design. The
reason this happened is that Buick division lobbied the corporation to hold back Pontiac's
release because it affected Buick's release of the new OHV Buick V8 engine. A shortcoming of
the was its lack of any provision for oil filtration built into the block, instead relying on an
add-on filter mounted on the thermostat housing, and that was an "option only". In spite of its
novel green sand foundry construction, the '55 block's lack of adequate oil filtration leaves it
typically only desirable to period collectors. The first motors used the stock blocks. However,
the overbore to these blocks resulted in thin cylinder walls. Future blocks were recast to accept
the 3. This was the third U. Besides being available in the Chevrolet line, it was optional in
Checker Taxis beginning in All s had large 2. Pistons used with the share the same pin height as
the but retaining the s bore size prior to it was possible to stroke a into a where aftermarket
pistons had to be used. All engines in this family share the same block dimensions and
sometimes even the same casting number; the latter meaning engines were of the same block,
but with different strokes e. This engine family was updated in for the use of 2. The first engine
in this family was the small journal in and the last being s medium journal in pickup trucks and
commercial vehicles. The used the same nodular cast-iron crankshaft as the , with a forged
steel crank that was also produced. DZ Its solid-lifter cam, known as the " Duntov" cam named
after its 0. It used the '' 2. Unlike the Corvette, the exhaust manifolds were the more restrictive
rear outlet 'log' design to clear the Camaro chassis's front cross-member. It had a chrome oil
filler tube in the front of the intake manifold next to the thermostat housing from to The first
year had unique chrome valve covers with Chevrolet stamped into them without an engine
displacement decal pad. A 'divorced' exhaust crossover port heated well-choke thermostat coil
was used to provide cleaner and faster engine warm-up. Its single-point distributor had an
ignition point cam designed to reduce point bounce at high rpm along with a vacuum
diaphragm to advance ignition timing at idle and part- throttle for economy and emissions.
Pulleys for the balancer, alternator , water- pump , as well as optional power steering , were
deep- groove to retain the drive belt s at high rpm. In , the shared the finned cast aluminium
valve covers with the LT-1 Corvette engine. It was available only as off-road service parts
purchased over the Chevrolet dealership parts counter. Chevrolet went so far as to carry the
positive crankcase ventilation system PCV over to the cross-ram induction system to retain
emissions compliance mandated for US-produced cars beginning in , that also provided
full-throttle crankcase pressure venting to the intake air to burn its vapors. Another popular
service-parts-only component used on the was the magnetic-pulse Delco transistor - ignition
ball bearing distributor. It eliminated the production breaker-point ignition allowing greater
spark energy and more stable ignition timing at all engine speeds including idle. This was one
of the least talked about yet most transformative and comprehensive performance and
durability upgrades of its time. Many of the s off-road service parts were the development work
of racers like Roger Penske. Every part in a SCCA Trans-Am engine had to be available through
local Chevrolet parts departments to encourage their use by anyone who wanted them. The
engine was also popular in Formula racing around the world, especially in Australia and New
Zealand where it proved more powerful than the Repco -Holden V8. Reminiscing about the
series, mids Australian F driver Bruce Allison said, "We never used first gear at the start. We
started in second, and even then there was so much torque , you'd get wheelspin through third
and fourth gears. The exact displacement is This block is one of three displacements that
underwent a major change in when the main journal size was increased from 2. In Chevrolet
released the now-legendary L , which was nothing more than an L In , Checker began offering
the as an option. The was fitted in the English Gordon-Keeble. It was also installed in many Isos
, until when General Motors started demanding cash in advance and the Italian manufacturer
switched to the Ford Cleveland V8. The car had modified suspension just before release to also

be used in local Series Production racing Australian Group E. It was a lower compression
version of the engine first used on the HK GTS, and was dressed as a engine sporting all parts.
One year later it was made available in the Chevrolet Nova , and finally in the rest of the
Chevrolet line could be ordered with a As had been the case with earlier versions of the
small-block, the was available in the Beaumont sold by Pontiac Canada, which unlike its US
counterparts, used Chevrolet chassis and drivelines. The L46 became an optional engine for the
Chevrolet Corvette. Compression ratio was The compression ratio of the L48 was lowered to 8.
This is indicated by the fifth digit in the VIN being a K. The L48 engine was exported to
Australia, where it appeared in the Holden Monaro from through , and in the Statesman from
through The L48 V8 was the standard engine in the â€” Chevrolet Corvette. It was basically the
2bbl version of the L48 It was produced until the model year. Throughout its lifespan, it used
mechanical ignition points, electronic, or computer-controlled spark system, and conventional
or feedback carburetors. The LM1 was superseded by the L05 powerplant after Post blocks
possibly had a lower nickel content but thicker cylinder deck, and post heads of the small block
Chevrolet used less iron, and were lighter weight, crack-prone, and were less powerful because
of the lower compression ratios used. It used solid lifters, Redline was 6, rpm but power fell off
significantly past 6, rpm. The â€” L82 was a "performance" version of the that still used the
casting number 76cc chamber "2. Its cast-aluminum LT-1 valvecovers were painted
crinkle-black contrasting with the aluminum manifold and distributor housing. The L81 was the
only 5. A version using a closed-loop carburetor was used with the California emissions
package in its final years. Most of the small block engines in this timeframe were built at either
the Flint engine plant in south Flint, Michigan or at St. Catharines, Ontario. The Flint plant was
producing about 5, engines per day in the mids, and had a slower, separate line for the TPI
engines used in the Camaro and Corvette. Source: Chevrolet Truck Data Book. Years: [14]. The
LT-9 served as GM's truck-based heavy emissions [15] variant of the 5. Since GM did not assign
a model year to production Corvettes, there was no L83 for The L83 added "Cross-Fire" fuel
injection twin throttle-body fuel injection. The new L98 added tuned-port fuel injection "TPI",
which was standard on all â€” Corvettes. Aluminum cylinder heads Corvette only were released
part way through the model run, modified for with D-ports, and continued through the end of
L98 Corvette production in still used on ZZx crate engines until when the ZZ6 received the fast
burn heads. Compression was up again in to 9. The L05 was also used in the G van models and
the P30 step vans. Additionally, the L05 was used in 9C1-optioned police package Caprices, and
in the following vehicles:. L05s were used primarily with casting number 64cc combustion
chambers cylinder heads with swirled intake ports - the intake ports were designed for fuel
economy the design was also shared with the heads used on the 4. The swirl ports known to
GM as a vortex chamber along with the irregular shape of the combustion chambers limit the
airflow and horsepower output where they did not provide a fast burn, later phased in with the
Vortec heads. A majority of the L05s used with the trucks and vans had conventional flat tappet
camshafts, while the Caprice 9C1 â€”93 had a roller cam. A single belt serpentine belt
accessory drive was introduced on the L05, the 5. In mid the L05 was equipped with heads used
in the G In February , a Wisconsin businessman reported that his Chevrolet C pickup had
logged over 1 million miles without any major repairs to its L05 engine. Source: The Flint
Journal , February 17, The article also mentioned that the Flint engine plant that built the engine,
had produced 45 million engines in its year history, before closing in It is Chevrolet's last
production Generation I small-block. The cylinder heads feature combustion chambers and
intake ports very similar to those of the LT1 V8, but lacking the LT1's reverse-flow cooling and
higher compression. As such, the L31 head is compatible with all older small-blocks, and is a
very popular upgrade. It offers the airflow of more expensive heads, at a much lower cost. It
does, however, require a specific intake manifold A 5. Chevrolet's L31 was replaced by GM's 5.
It is still [ when? Volvo Penta and Mercury Marine also still produce the L The "Marine" intake,
despite its cast iron construction, is an L31 upgrade that allows use of common Bosch-style
injectors with various flow rates while still maintaining emission compliance. It has a 4. The
differed from other small blocks in that the cylinders were siamesed and therefore required
'steam' holes in the block, head gaskets , and heads to help alleviate 'hot-spots' in the cooling
system at the point above the siamesed cylinders. Overheating and damage are likely if head
gaskets or heads without 'steam' holes are used on a block. The is the only engine that uses a
2. The connecting rod was also specific being 5. The was made in 4-bolt main journal from to
and in 2-bolt main journal from to The can have either 2 or 3 freeze-plugs per side though all
blocks have the provisions for a 3rd freeze-plug on each side. The engine was available in
midsize A-Body and full-size B-Body passenger cars until the end of the model year. All s came
with a two-barrel carburetor until A four-barrel carburetor option became available in It was also
used for the limited production Avanti for a few years in the s. The was replaced by the for the

model year. This was Chevrolet's second 4. Designed and built during the era of the gas
embargo, CAFE mandates, and tighter emissions, this engine family was designed to become
Chevrolet's cost-effective, all-purpose "economy V8" engine line. It was intended to fill the gap
where the venerable and had been. Bore and stroke were 3. This new engine family would
provide better gas economy than the , share its basic architecture and many parts with the thus
reducing production costs , and provide customers with more horsepower and torque than
Chevrolet's s-era inline 6 and V6 engines. During the early s, when GM was streamlining their
engine lineups, the Chevrolet would rise to prominence as General Motors' "corporate" engine,
signified by being the standard and often only V8 in many GM vehicles. Through much of the
80's, the became General Motors' most common V8, followed closely by Oldsmobile's
Crankshafts used with the had the same casting number as the with one discernible difference the crank is lighter in weight to compensate for engine balancing. As a result, the
counterweights are smaller, which makes it unsuitable for use in a where metal would have to
be welded back on. The Chevrolet is a reliable, fuel efficient V8, easily capable of , miles, if
maintained. From onward into the early s, these engines were prone to wearing out their
camshaft lobes prematurely due to a combination of improper manufacturing and poor quality
controls a result of GM cost-cutting measures. The is sometimes dismissed in performance
circles because of its lackluster performance, small bore size, and difficulty flowing large
volumes of air at high rpms. However, two variants of the to were notable performers: the to L69
High Output 5. After , its usage was limited to light trucks and SUVs until the model year while
vans and commercial vehicles continued until The was sold as a crate motor under the Mr.
Goodwrench brand as a replacement motor and as a boat engine for Mercury Marine until late
when it was discontinued. The first iteration of the , the LG3 was introduced in This variant used
a Rochester 2GC carburetor from to All years had an 8. It was discontinued in Introduced in , the
LG4 was essentially an LG3 with the addition of a 4-bbl carburetor and larger valves. The engine
saw a series of gradual improvements, increasing reliability, mpg, and power output through its
production run. In the ignition system, CCC was fully responsible for the timing curve;
mechanical and vacuum advances were eliminated from the distributor. The more precise spark
timing provided by the CCC made possible a series of increases in compression ratio from a
pre-CCC 8. In , Chevrolet replaced the cast-iron intake with an aluminum version and used
either "" or "" heads with 1. For , the 4-valve-relief, flat top pistons from the L69 were added to
the LG4, which resulted in another increase in compression. Also added was a knock sensor to
allow the "CCC" engine management system to compensate for the increase in compression
and a more aggressive spark-timing map in the ECM. For , Chevrolet changed over to a
one-piece rear main seal engine block design to minimize leaks and warranty claims; however,
some early blocks retained a two-piece rear main seal. For , Chevrolet once again made some
revisions to increase overall reliability, many of them borrowed from the TBI L03 , which was to
replace the LG4. The coil-in-cap HEI distributor was retired, and an all-new electronic distributor
design was used. The intake manifold to head bolt pattern was redesigned to improve gasket
integrity - four of the center intake manifold bolts were drilled at 72 degrees instead of 90
degrees for the cast iron cylinder heads. Changes to the valve covers were also made. Ribbing
was added to the top of the valve covers to increase surface area, acting as a heat sink. To
improve intake gasket sealing, the mounting bolts were relocated to the valve cover centerline,
placing all sealing pressure evenly upon the mounting flange perimeter. Thus, these became
known as centerbolt valve covers, first introduced in on the LB4 4. Some early engines have
lifter retainer provisions, but use the older, non-roller camshaft. Unlike, the original '69 version,
Chevrolet did not place it in the trunk for owners to install. Fuel was supplied by the two TBI
units, set diagonally apart from each other, atop the unique, aluminum intake manifold.
Unfortunately, the system was placed atop the basic LG4 and lacked any significant
performance capability. A cubic inch version was also used in the Corvette from to Since it was
fairly early into GM's electronic engine management development and electronic fuel injection
programs, few dealerships had the technology, equipment, or properly trained mechanics
capable of dealing with these engines. In a very short time, these engines obtained the
notorious nickname; "Ceasefire Engine". Thanks mostly to a somewhat cult-like following, a
number of aftermarket performance parts are also available through Crossfire-specialized
manufacturers. The L69 High Output 5. The L69 features a compression ratio of 9. Additionally,
the engines came equipped with a functional cold air induction hood on the Trans Am, a dual
snorkel air cleaner assembly on the Camaro Z28 and IROC-Z and Trans Am, a large, single
snorkel on the Monte Carlo SS also, rare optional dual snorkel in , an aluminum intake manifold,
high stall torque converter on the Monte Carlo SS and F-bodies, or a lightweight flywheel on T-5
equipped F-bodies. The LE9 5. At its core was the stout L69 shortblock and it used the same
aggressive L69 camshaft profile. The induction system was unlike any system used previously

by GM. It featured a large plenum made of cast aluminum, with individual runners made of
tubular aluminum, feeding air to each cylinder. And each cylinder had its own fuel injector fed
by a fuel rail mounted above each bank. This engine used the TBI throttle-body fuel injection.
The LB4 4. The L03 used hydraulic roller lifters, which allowed it to recover some of the lost
horsepower from its factory design, while further increasing efficiency reduced rotational drag.
Despite downfalls in its aspiration restrictions, the L03 had one thing going for it: reliability
F-bodies that carry the L03 did not use a rev limiter. They used dished pistons with a 9. The L03
TBI featured a 3. Performance junkies would bore these engines to 3. However it is advised not
to overbore these blocks more than 30 thousandths, as the cylinder wall thickness is
dangerously decreased beyond that point. The Vortec L30 is a V8 truck engine. Displacement is
5, cc, The compression ratio is 9. It was replaced by the 4. The engine uses a hydraulic roller
cam and high flowing, fast burn style vortec heads. Differences include bore and stroke, intake
valve size, and smaller combustion chambers. L30 applications:. The 4. After , electronic
feedback carburetion was used on the The also saw use in to Checker Marathons. While similar
in displacement to the other 4. Power output would drop in subsequent years of the engine. The
original design of the small block remained remarkably unchanged for its production run, which
began in and ended, in passenger vehicles, in The engine is still being built today for many
aftermarket applications, both to replace worn-out older engines and also by many builders as
high-performance applications. The principal changes to it over the years include:. A significant
improvement over the original Generation I V8 is the Generation II LT1's "reverse cooling"
system, allowing coolant to start at the heads and flow down through the block. This keeps the
heads cooler, affording greater power through a higher compression ratio and greater spark
advance at the same time it maintains higher and more consistent cylinder temperatures. Some
parts from the Generation II are interchangeable with the Generation I one-piece rear main seal
engine. The LT1 uses a new engine block, cylinder head, timing cover, water pump, intake
manifold and accessory brackets. Engine mounts and bell housing bolt pattern remain the
same, permitting a newer engine to be readily swapped into an older vehicle. It displaced 5. The
LT1 used a reverse-flow cooling system which cooled the cylinder heads first, maintaining
lower combustion chamber temperatures and allowing the engine to run at a higher
compression than its immediate predecessors. There were a few different versions of the LT1.
All feature a cast iron block, with aluminum heads in the Y and F bodies, and cast iron heads in
the B and D bodies. Corvette blocks had four-bolt main caps, while most other blocks were
two-bolt main caps. Block castings remained the same between 2 and 4 bolt mains. In 94 the
LT1 switched to a mass airflow sensor and sequential port injection. A new, more capable
computer controlled the transmission as well as the engine and got a new name: Powertrain
Control Module PCM. The early Optispark distributor had durability problems, and a revised
version was introduced on the B-Bodies and on the Y and F-Bodies. Changes include a vacuum
port to draw filtered air through the distributor to remove moisture and ozone and a revised
drive system which uses an extended dowel pin on the camshaft rather than a separate splined
shaft in the camshaft gear. A port can be drilled into the early distributor base, and the later cap
can be installed to add venting to the early distributor. The LT4 was the special
high-performance version of the new-generation LT1. It featured a slightly more aggressive
camshaft profile, 1. It was introduced in the model year, for the last year of the C4 Corvette, and
came standard on all manual transmission ZF 6-speed equipped C4 Corvettes. All production
engines for the Firehawks and sSS were completely disassembled, balanced, blueprinted and
honed with stress plates. One in 5 engines was tested on a Superflow engine dyno. Engineered
in the UK but produced and assembled in Stillwater Oklahoma by specialty engine builder
Mercury Marine , the all-aluminum LT5 shared only the 4. It does not have reverse cooling and is
generally not considered a small block Chevrolet. Used only in Corvettes, [26] the LT5 was the
work of a team headed by Design manager David Whitehead, and was hand built by one headed
project engineer Terry D. A second generation of the LT5 was in the testing phase as early as
What little information survived showed that it would have used a dual plenum system similar to
the first generation Dodge Viper as well as variable valve timing. Unfortunately, the cost to
produce the LT5 along with its weight, dimensions would not fit the C5 pilot cars without
extensive modifications and internal GM politics over using an engine that was not designed
and built in house killed the LT5 after six years of production. GM canceled the ZR-1 option
beginning model year Engines that were to be installed in the as yet unbuilt ZR-1's were sealed
and crated for long-term storage. After they were built at the Mercruiser plant in Stillwater,
Oklahoma they were shipped to Bowling Green, Kentucky and stored in the Corvette assembly
plant until the and ZR-1s went down the assembly line. A total of 6, cars were produced. Despite
being discontinued, a new class of premium V8s for Cadillac and eventually Oldsmobile, the
dual overhead cam V8 Northstar and its derivatives, drew heavily from the LT5's design and

lessons learned from its production. The pistons used in the 4. The L99 featured updated
Generation II block architecture, and is externally identical to the larger 5. Like the LT1, it
features sequential fuel injection , reverse-flow cooling with a cam-driven water pump, and an
optical ignition pickup. The L99 4. The L99's smaller displacement provided slightly better EPA
fuel economy than the 5. See Oldsmobile Diesel engine for more information. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Car engine. Motor vehicle engine. Vehicles using the Vehicles using the L
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Commons has media related to Chevrolet small-block engines. GM LS V-8 engine swaps seem
to be all the rage, and for good reason. They deliver a lot of power and efficiency with little
effort. An engine swap can be quite costly, so putting even a quarter of those funds into your
Vortec engine could get you where you want to be. Once we finished the installation, which
included a hydraulic roller Crane Cams camshaft and valvetrain bits, along with Taylor Cable
throttle body and intake spacers, we sent the truck out to The Dyno Shop in Santee, California,
to have the computer tuned. Unfortunately, we were unable to get a baseline on the dyno before
the cam swap. However, you can generally figure on about a 20 percent loss of power through
the drivetrain. That 20 percent reduction would have put our stock hp 5. The cam swap bumped
us up to hp, and with the computer tuning, we hit hp. But what is more impressive is the
incredibly flat torque curve that hovers around lb-ft all the way up to 5, rpm, which makes this a
great engine for towing, dirt abuse, and daily driving. Our engine is backed with a stock 4L60E
four-speed automatic and 5. Our truck rolls on inch tires and weighs 5, pounds. We noticed an
immediate improvement in on-road drivability. Overdrive used to be kind of sluggish. Now the
transmission feels like an actual four-speed. The truck is more fun to drive and much quicker.
Our engine started as a stock L31 with 65, miles on it. We had added a custom intake tube that
runs to dual UMP filters because this truck sees extra-dusty conditions on a regular basis. We
started by rotating the crank to top dead center and disassembling the engine. You can install a
new camshaft with the engine still in the vehicle in most cases. Since we were already most of
the way in there, we eventually decided to pull the engine and replace some leaking seals that
had been bothering us. With the all of the other components out of the way, you can remove the
camshaft from the engine block. We lubed each lobe of the new cam with assembly lube before
carefully sliding it into its new home. Our old timing chain and gears were in good shape. We
lined up the timing marks and reinstalled the parts. If your chain or gears look at all worn, now
is a good time to replace them. A cam swap does not require the removal of the heads, but we
had some leaks to fix. Since the heads were already off, we gasket-matched the intake and
exhaust ports with a die grinder just to take care of any small misstep between the intake and
head transition. The spacer is said to increase air volume by up to 31 percent, which should

help improve throttle response, torque, and horsepower. The beautifully machined, 1-inch-thick
billet-aluminum spacer is O-ringed just like the stock intake manifold, making it easy to install.
The heads received Crane Cams beehive springs PN , which allows clearance of the stock valve
guides while achieving a max lift of. The springs and valves are clipped in place with Crane
Cams steel spring retainers PN Crane Cams Magnum 1. We could have gone with 1. We had
already welded an aluminum ring to the top of our throttle body to attach our air cleaner
assembly. The narrower section of the stock throttle body was bored out on a lathe. The large
diameter is unchanged, and we still have the stock butterfly. We added a Taylor throttle-body
spacer, which is said to improve throttle response and increase torque and horsepower. This oil
has extra additives that reduce the wear on internal components. The Dyno Shop found that our
combination of parts caused our engine to run too lean. We estimate that we started with about
hp at the rear wheels and discovered the cam and tuning bumped us up just over 68 hp and
creates a very flat torque curve, which hovers around lb-ft all the way up to 5, rpm. This chart
shows the before and after tuning of the computer by The Dyno Shop. Close Ad. Forums Photos
Industry Videos. John Cappa Photographer, Writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Those
in the know remember the original cubic-inch LT1 introduced in was a real powerhouse with a
hot mechanical cam and horsepower on tap from the factory. It was the last really hot Chevy
small-block ever done, with the exception being the high-revving Trans Am-inspired c. Z28 in
The LT1 rocked. In the years to follow, the LT1 lost adrenaline to tough federal emission
standards and higher auto insurance rates. By the mids, the honeymoon was over. As the s
unfolded, performance became more in style, with Chevrolet leading the pack in that age-old
battle with Ford. Those fuel-injected 5. TPI endured and remained an industry standard for
years. The redesigned Gen. II LT1 Chevrolet small-block L98 introduced in the Corvette was an
updated version of the time-proven small-block first introduced in with its share of interesting
refinementsâ€”some quite controversial. The cam-driven water pump with reverse-flow cooling
and OptiSpark ignition system were revolutionary. However, OptiSpark has always been
problematic. It has also been refined and improved by both GM and the aftermarket. The
Lingenfelter Performance Engineering coil-on-plug conversion solves the OptiSpark ignition
issues. The LT1 coil-on-plug converters with adjustable retard and intelligent rev limiter still use
the optical module in the OptiSpark distributor, but without high-voltage passing through it.
Inside the LTCC package, you have the LTCC module and the harness with eight leads, each
with a Weatherpack connector and ground wire, a pigtail connector, and four non-harnessed
wires. There are plenty of OptiSpark ignition choices to meet your ignition needs. What made
the LT1 series so successful was greater amounts of power by yielding a broader torque curve
enabling full-sized luxury cars to accelerate aggressively to speed onto the freeway. In
performance vehicles like the Impala SS, Camaro, and Firebird, it roared out of traffic lights in
an inspiring fashion. It rocked. This block casting was used from Instead, it has an oil pump
drive stuffed in the block in back secured by a single bolt. The LT1 block really is an entirely
different block and needs to be treated as such. Some items are interchangeableâ€”some are
not. Intake manifolds, as one example, are not. The block has been professionally cleaned,
prepped and machined for this build effort. This block has been line-honed, bored and honed,
and the decks cut to give us a clean, crisp, ready to assemble short-block. When Chevrolet
introduced the hp LT1 Gen. II fuel-injected small-block in , it was a more-advanced c. Chevrolet
V-8 small-block, which was a cut above the Tuned Port Injection small-block first introduced in
It offered incredible performance coupled with something unheard of with high-performance V8
engines of the eraâ€”fuel economy. Port fuel injection coupled with aggressive roller tappet
technology made the TPI a quantum leap in performance. No one did it better than Chevrolet.
The new Chevy Gen. The objective was reduced emissions and greater amounts of power. GM
did away with the belt-driven water pump and rear HEI distributorâ€”replaced with a
camshaft-driven, reverse-flow water pump, and OptiSpark ignition. OptiSpark was a
pancake-style, light-triggered electronic distributor located beneath the cam-driven water pump.
There were two types of OptiSpark ignition systems. You will want the vented OptiSpark. A
reverse-flow cooling system was conceived to compensate for the much higher Reverse-flow
became the standard all across the auto industry. OptiSpark was plagued with reliability
problems that troubled Corvettes, Camaros, and other GM models in the s. However, they have
to be a priority for your LT1 build. In , the LT1 yielded hp. By the end of production in , it was
making factory ponies in the powerful LT4. Four-bolt main versions were factory installed in
Corvettes mostly. Howeverâ€”expect to see the four-bolt main LT block in nearly anything built
in the s. Although most LT1 engines had aluminum heads, it is important to remember there are
LT1s with iron heads found in full-size GM sedans of the era. The Caprices had similar-looking
c. These engines are easily identified by their smaller 3. When we decided to build a Gen. It is
easily the most common V8 engine ever produced and distributed around the world. Mark had

Air Flow Research cylinder heads in mind for our LT1 build along with an aggressive street cam
package that would be good for both the commute and racetrack. We copped LT4 heads and
induction from Chevrolet Performance, which were available at the time this engine was built in
Thanks to a c. Imagine what you could do with AFR headsâ€” which would push it way over
horsepower. GM produced a number of LT1 cylinder heads during the s. Keep squarely in mind
LT1 heads and intake do not interchange with LT4. If you have LT4 heads, you must use the LT4
intake. What makes the LT4 head and induction better is improved port flow and greater
compression. Information overload but what I always wanted to know these facts. The stupid
question I was always afraid to ask my shop teacher: I love and feed off of this. I will attempt to
memorize this article within the next 2 years:. Holmes if you call this information overload,
maybe you should go back to some old issues of many of the now defunct car magazines. If I
am aiming for hp, will the 4blt. I keep hearing that the 4blt main block may be prone to cracks
along the main web area. Should I start with a 2blt block and machine splayed 4blt mains? Not
to mention splayed blocks unfilled are actually weaker in a production block setup as opposed
to a bow tie or dart block mho.. In the article above you mentioned how the stock harmonic
dampner had to be machined to fit, but also mentioned that a new one could be purchased from
Summit. Do you have the Summit part number? I purchased a new Eagle stroker crank and I
purchased a new harmonic dampner hub. It does not fit the new crank. I called Summit and they
could not help. They referred me to call Eagle. I can try to find a machine shop to open the ID of
the new hub if Eagle has no response. Rebuilding this LT4 has been a challenge. The previous
stroker crank broke at the first rod journal. Thanks for help. Your email address will not be
published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
Summit Racing Equipment. GE Glyptal, which is a coating intended for electric motor windings,
makes a great high-temp casting sealer. It improves return oil flow and seals the iron. Four-bolt
main versions were installed primarily in Corvettes, but expect to see them anywhere. It is
challenging to find standard bore LT1 blocks because they were produced for such a short time
from Measure the bores before putting your money down. This, coupled with a stroker crank
and rods, gets us to ci. Blocks must always be honed with a torque plate. Block decks are
shaved. Crank journals and bearings are miked to confirm bearing clearances. Bearing
clearances for street and performance applications is 0. This gives us a tolerable idle and
comes on strong at high rpm. This is especially important with aftermarket stroker kits where
you can run into clearance issues. It is so easy to miss piston-to-counterweight clearances and
connecting rod-to-cylinder skirts distance. Minimum allowable clearance is. We suggest the use
of SAE weight engine oil on rings and cylinder walls for good break-in. Engine assembly lube is
suggested for bearings, journals, and cam lobes. If you see scoring, replace the cam drive.
Some scoring can be polished out. On the back side, it drives the water pump drive gear. This
pin arrow drives the OptiSpark from the end of the camshaft. Once this is accomplished, the oil
pump cavity is filled with engine assembly lube for a good wet start-up. Never lube the seal lip,
which can cause seal failure. Install it dry. The LT Series cylinder heads can be bolted onto any
small block Chevy. He likes the idea Saturday night drag racing along with Sunday autocross
and canyon cutting, with brute low-end torque for coming out of the turns. Not only has he
opened up the bowls and ports for improved flow, he has removed rough edges that can cause
detonation. At the minimum, port work removes the roughness of a cast surface. Author: Jim
Smart. I will attempt to memorize this article within the next 2 years: Thanks. Sam says: October
9, at pm. This was well written and informative. Brian Andersen says: November 3, at am. Frank
H English says: November 14, at pm. Jose MVB says: December 4, at pm. Tim Shannon says:
January 10, at pm. Jay Torner says: January 19, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email
address will not be published. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens
in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed.
Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture
Information. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information riderightparts
Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to
check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Limited quantity remaining. Longtime Member. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Ontario, California, United States. Ships to:.
United States and many other countries See details. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes

applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Wed. Delivery
times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. New Enginequest Chevy Sbc 5. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. RideRightParts riderightparts
Search within store. Items On Sale. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but
the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab
and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 7 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 7.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time.
Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but
item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment
details. Payment methods. This is a private listing and your identity will not be disclosed to
anyone except the seller. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Bous Performance.
International Priority Shipping. Shopping for a Chevrolet small-block V8 crate engine for your
project but keep running into generic engines with foreign parts and half of them are built
outside the USA? If you want premium components that are name brands, the best machining
money can buy, the best blueprint engines that are balanced and tested; it will cost more
upfront but you will do the job right the first time. We offer base options as well as turn key GM
small block engines ready for an easy installation perfect for a self install in your classic car or
truck. We are a premium high-performance custom small block builder and we offer horsepower
from up to that is specific for daily driving, not racing. The highest quality, durability, and latest
in technology Chevy engine we offer and our 1 best seller! An easy installation, lots of power,
street-friendly for daily driving and light towing this guy does it all! A user friendly installation,
lots of power, street-friendly for daily driving and light towing this guy does it all! I hope to use
your engines in my future projects. First Name. Last Name. Call Us: Email Us. This isn't a sales
newsletter - we share cool engine builds, what's new, and what we think you will enjoy about
custom crate engines! Call Now for Instant Quotes Call Now. Sign up for our weekly newsletter.
Rock on!! Thanks for joining our newsletter! Please check your inbox right away as we just sent
a confirmation email. Please also add sales westcoastengines. Close this module. Join Our
Community. Email Enter your email address. If you are in the market for a new camshaft for
your Chevy , then you know how frustrating it can be to have to search through all the various
options available on the market today. This could cause option overload and make it very
difficult to make a final decision about which one to purchase. Well, we are here to help. We
have aimed to make things much easier for you by providing you with all the information you
need to make your decision. In this article, we have made a concise list of the top choices on
the market today so that you can narrow down your options and make a final decision about
which camshaft is the best for your Chevy. Although all of the choices on this list make great
options for you, there is one camshaft that seems to stand out from all the rest. This model
comes with a high RPM operating range and early intake valve opening that make your Chevy
sound, and drive more powerfully on any type of road. Check now. With all the great features
that this camshaft option has, it is clear to see why we chose this model as our top pick. COMP
Cams Guardian Engine Kits EP. Check Price. With its many great features that will increase the
performance of your Chevy significantly, this choice will give you the most horsepower for the
most cost-effective price. From the high RPM operation range to the optimum overlap, you will
be getting the best of the best. This also allows your car to have the high performance that you
want without having to be picky about buying premium parts. Luckily, this model comes with a
very high RPM operating range that allows it to work its best within a large range of RPMs. This
overlap is created by the early intake valve opening and long exhaust duration which gives you
more power and hard-hitting exhaust note. Each of these offers its user more horsepower and a
broad torque curve for the size that they are looking for. This camshaft kit has wide

compatibility that allows for many different fit options. This also guarantees that you are getting
the most well-built, reliable model on the market with American-made quality. With its ability to
offer great power, this option even works for street rods and muscle cars because of its
high-performance and power. Whether you are using this for racing capabilities, or just for
better performance and speed on the highway , you will get the best of the best. This allows
your car to have the high performance that you want without having to be picky about buying
parts. This sweet spot offers the user a large range of power where the camshaft will get the
best horsepower and torque, allowing for a large range of great performance speeds. This also
guarantees that you are getting the most well-built, reliable model on the market. Guardian
Engine Kits EP is made for high performance and comes with everything that you need to
install. With its high RPM operating range and its good mid-range power, this powerful camshaft
option is a great choice for those with small block Chevrolets with V8 engines. This camshaft
option comes as a kit that contains everything that you need for installation and use. This kit
contains the camshaft, lifters, and cam Zinc additive lubricant. It also comes with written
instructions to make for easy installation. This camshaft kit is able to work with different
transmission model options. This model is compatible with an automatic and manual
transmission with high stall converters to boost the performance of even the best transmission
systems. With this list of great options for camshafts for your Chevy , you now have a lot of
information about what makes these choices right for you. However, there is some information
that you should know , before making your purchase, when thinking about buying a camshaft.
Things like compatibility, price, and performance should all be things that you are looking at
when deciding on a camshaft model. If you decide to purchase an option that is not mentioned
on this list, then you should know what to look for in a good quality camshaft. So, here are
some things that you should think about when making a decision about whether or not to
purchase an option that you find. This may seem like a no-brainer, but this is something that is
easy to miss when shopping for a camshaft. First, you should know the exact specifications of
the Chevy that you own so that you know what camshafts will work for the engine and
transmission that you have. Knowing the exact measurements is a good idea as well, just in
case, so that you can make an informed decision about which camshaft you think will fit the
best for your Chevy model. The large range of products on the market means that there is a
large range of prices as well. This could make things more difficult to choose because you may
be limited to a low-end budget. You just need to look at options that offer you the basics.
Simpler options may have slightly lower RPM operating ranges but can still offer you
high-performance and torque. So, staying within your budget and getting something that works
for you is possible. Like all of the options on this list, the level of performance that is offered by
the camshaft that you purchase is a major factor to look at. Depending on how much power and
torque you are looking for, you can get what you want by looking at the performance and power
that each camshaft has to offer. If you are looking for a small boost of performance , then a
lower range option that is cheaper will give you what you need without having to opt for a
premium product with a much higher price tag. But, if you are wanting to boost your torque and
performance by a lot , then you will likely want to go with a heavy-duty option that will give you
a high RPM operating range and lots of torque. Those who want racing capabilities will likely be
in the higher range, but you will be happy with the performance that you get, and be willing to
pay a premium price to get it. If the lobe separation angle was at 0 degrees , both the intake and
exhaust valves would be opened and closed at the same time. So, the lobe separation controls
the time that both the intake and exhaust valves are open, which allows the engine to work. So,
this is something that you should look into when deciding what type of camshafts you want for
you Chevy model. With all this new information about camshafts , you have a lot to take with
you. However, you may still have some questions about camshafts that you want to be
answered before you lay down some cash for the best option. Well, you are not alone. Many
customers often look up more information online before wanting to make a final purchase. So,
we have compiled a list of some of the most commonly asked questions and found answers so
that you can get all the information you need in one place. This helps to increase performance
and power for the vehicle and why camshafts are so popular. A camshaft is comprised of two
distinct parts, the cams, and the shaft. As the camshaft rotates , the cams or lobes move up and
down. As it continues, the valve spring pushes the valve back up to close it. This creates energy
that is used to produce more power in the engine that allows it to have a higher performance
level. It can also allow for better acceleration timing and faster speeds. In racing vehicles, this is
especially important because of the leg-up that it gives its drivers in a race that could end with a
split-second win. Essentially, the answer is yes. This is because the combustion chamber is
open for a longer time per cycle which allows more sound to escape and makes a more
booming sound. It is commonly said that, for each degree change in duration, the powerband of

the engine moves up or down in the rpm range by rpm. This is true whether you are increasing
or decreasing the duration. Whether you go with our top pick for its great features and
high-performance , or you opt for going online and finding a different model to fit your needs,
you now have the knowledge to make an informed decision about which product to choose.
With all the information given in this article, you can now be able to find and purchase the
camshaft that fits your needs and works great with your Chevy, without having to spend time
online checking reviews and specifications. So, save yourself time and money and pick one the
great options on this list for your Chevy today. Want to build a hp small block chevy would like
quick responce lopy idle have a elderbrock performer rpm intake heads has mild port. As well
as msd electronic hei distributor just trying to make cam and carb combo that will work well
with want i have also have roller rockers new elderbrock valve springs. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. I have long been devoted to all things
that involve autos and related products. I used to be frustrated by the lack of review options that
were available to me. Read More. Some posts may contain affiliate links. Automated page speed
optimizations for fast site performance. Mithcel Major October 23, Top pick. COMP Cams CL
Although all of the choices on this list make great options for you, there is one camshaft that
seems to stand out from all the rest. High-performance stock converter 2, â€” 5, RPM operating
range Comes with the camshaft, set of lifters, and assembly lubricant Early intake valve opening
Long exhaust duration. This ranges from 2,, all the way to 5, RPMs to give you the largest range
of top-notch performance. This ranges from 2,, all the way to 6, RPMs to give you the largest
range of top-notch performance. Some camshafts offer a good boost of performance and a
mid-range operating range that will give you good overall performance at different RPMs, but
others will focus solely on high-performance and give you a very high operating range that
allows you to get the best performance within a large range of speeds. Cam lobe separation is
the degree of the angle between the maximum lift of a pair of cam lobes. Cam lobe separation is
an important performance characteristic because it times the intake and exhaust valves. In
internal combustion engines that contain pistons, the camshaft is used to operate the poppet
valves. It consists of a cylindrical rod running the full length of the cylinder bank with several
oblong lobes protruding from it, one for each valve. The camshaft is the part that enables the
intake and exhaust valves to open. As the shaft rotates, the egg-shaped cams â€” also known
as lobes â€” push the valves open in time with the crankshaft gear. Lower duration camshafts
will produce more torque in the lower rpm range that allows for better handling, while camshafts
with larger duration specifications will sacrifice some low RPM torque for upper RPM power that
allows for high speeds and acceleration times. How does a camshaft work? Does a camshaft
make a car louder? How does increasing or decreasing duration affect my engine performance?
Mithcel Major. Reply Algie Byrd October 27, at pm. Reply William Adkins November 16, at am.
Leave a reply Cancel reply. About Me. Sign Up for Weekly Newsletter. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content.
See All Buying Options. Brand: Enginetech. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Genuine GM 5. Next page. What other
items do customers buy after viewing this item? Customers who bought this item also bought.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I like the product all the
bearings we're in there the only thing that was not in there was the gasket kit and no hardware
of any kind of headache kit or anything other than that all the bearings are right they're The
originals. What I don't appreciate and I mean I do not appreciate it at all is the fact that the
gaskets were not in the kit and I paid the full price for the kit and it was delivered late so to be
frank I'm real pissed about that and I want my I want my gaskets I want them now. They where
great.
2000 jetta gls
2008 hhr
2000 ford sedan
One part came later but it was worth it in the end. See all reviews. Pages with related products.
See and discover other items: vortec engines , 5. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
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